We present the full three-loop β-functions for the MSSM generalised to include additional matter multiplets in 5, 10 representations of SU(5). We analyse the effect of three-loop running on the sparticle spectrum for the MSSM Snowmass Benchmark Points.
Introduction
The LHC will soon resolve the question as to whether low energy supersymmetry is the solution to the hierarchy problem; and if it is, moreover, the LHC and a future e + e − linear collider (LC) will lead to very precise measurements of the sparticle spectrum and couplings. The success of gauge unification in the MSSM suggests a Desert, the existence of which would mean that extrapolation of the MSSM couplings and masses to high scales will lead to immediate information about the underlying theory; for example regarding the commonly assumed universality of soft scalar masses, gaugino masses and cubic scalar interactions.
One component of this analysis is the running of masses and couplings between the weak and gauge unification scales, which is governed by the renormalisation group β-functions. In this paper we compare the results for this process using one, two and threeloop β-functions. In each case we generally use the same one-loop corrections for the relationship between running and pole masses for the various particles, with some use of two-loop results such as for the top quark mass. We anticipate that by the time sparticles are discovered complete two-loop threshold corrections will be available; the effect of these we would expect to be of the same order of magnitude as the effect of using the threeloop (as opposed to two-loop) β-functions, which, as we shall see, is surprisingly large for squarks.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review the exact results that relate the β-functions for the soft masses and interactions [1] - [3] to the β-functions of the dimensionless gauge and Yukawa couplings [4] - [6] , which we then give through three loops for the MSSM generalised to incorporate n 5 and n 10 sets of SU 5 5(5) and 10(10) representations respectively. (A motive for grouping additional matter in this way is that complete SU 5 representations do not (at one loop) change the prediction of sin 2 θ W (or alternatively of g 2 3 (M Z )) that follows from imposing g 1,2,3 gauge unification. Also unchanged at one loop is the gauge unification scale, M X ; but at higher loops this scale increases and can approach the string scale.) We also give a simplified example of a three-loop soft β-function; general results for all the β-functions are available at Ref. [7] .
In section 3 we present and discuss our results for the sparticle spectrum for a set of Snowmass Benchmark Points [8] , all corresponding to the standard universal boundary conditions at unification, except for one case with non-universal gaugino masses. We compare our results with the useful website Ref. [9] (see also Refs. [10] , [11] ).
In section 4 we consider the effect of additional matter fields in SU 5 representations, as discussed in Refs. [12] , [13] (for earlier work see for example Refs. [14] ) and by ourselves in a previous paper [15] . We give some further examples of the effect on the sparticle spectrum of such matter. Finally section 5 contains our conclusions.
The Soft Beta functions
For a general N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory with superpotential
the standard soft supersymmetry-breaking scalar terms are as follows
where we denote φ i ≡ φ * i etc. (For the generalisation to the case when V soft includes a term linear in φ see [16] .)
The complete exact results for the soft β-functions are given by:
where γ is the matter multiplet anomalous dimension, and
Here M is the gaugino mass andỸ
holds in a class of renormalisation schemes that includes the DRED ′ -one [17] , which we will use throughout.
Finally the X function above is given (in the NSVZ scheme [18] ) by
where
C(R), C(G) being the quadratic Casimirs for the matter and adjoint representations respectively. There is no corresponding exact form for X in the DRED ′ scheme [17] ; we will require the leading and sub-leading contributions, which are given by [19] :
and Q = T (R) − 3C(G), and rT (R) = tr [C(R)], r being the number of group generators.
We now present the results for the gauge β-functions and anomalous dimensions.
These results are valid in the DRED ′ scheme [17] (or indeed the DRED one [20] , which differs from DRED ′ only when we come to the soft β-functions). The MSSM superpotential is: (2.16e) The three-loop results for the anomalous dimensions are as follows: In terms of the anomalous dimensions, the Yukawa β-functions are:
and the β-function for the Higgs µ-term is
We will also require the anomalous dimensions of the constituents of the extra 5 and 10
representations, which are easily obtained by setting T = B = E = 0, except retaining terms that contain T, B, E only inside traces; such terms occur for the first time at three loops.
From the above expressions for β g i and γ we have calculated the three-loop soft β- For this special case, and also with n 5 = n 10 = 0, the three-loop result, Eq. (2.28c), was given in Ref. [22] , except that in the corresponding expressions in this reference the squark masses of different generations are not clearly distinguished (as they must be since the third generation evolves differently from the other two). Complete results for the three-loop β-functions including all three gauge couplings and n g × n g Yukawa matrices are available at Ref. [7] .
In our analysis we do include "tadpole" contributions, corresponding to renormalisation of the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D-term at one and two loops. These contributions are not expressible exactly in terms of β g i , γ; for a discussion, and three-loop results for the MSSM, see Ref. [23] . For universal boundary conditions, the FI term is very small at low energies if it is zero at gauge unification; including the three-loop (FI) effects would have a negligible effect on our results.
The Snowmass Benchmark Points
In this section we examine the effect of the three-loop corrections on the standard running analysis, that is for n 5 = n 10 = 0. We will focus on the standard treatment with universal boundary conditions at gauge unification, often termed CMSSM or MSUGRA.
Thus we assume that at M X we have universal soft scalar masses (m 0 ), gaugino masses
) and A-parameters (A), and work in the third-generation-only Yukawa coupling approximation. This is for ease of comparison with existing results rather than because we find the scenario particularly compelling. We will present results for the set of MSUGRA Snowmass Benchmark Points shown in Table 1 Other input parameters are shown in Table 2 :
178GeV 4.9GeV 1.777GeV 0.1172 0.033823 0.016943 Table 2 : Input parameters for the running analysis
In Table 2 the input couplings α 1···3 correspond to the Standard Model MS results;
we calculate the appropriate dimensionless coupling input values for the running analysis by an iterative procedure involving the sparticle spectrum. We define gauge unification to be the scale where α 2 and α 1 meet; we speed up the determination of this by (at each iteration) adjusting the unification scale using the solution of the one-loop β-functions for the gauge couplings from the previous value of the scale. We employ one-loop radiative corrections as detailed in Ref. [24] 4 ; thus we run up from M Z using the full supersymmetric β-functions. For most particles we evaluate the pole mass at a renormalisation scale equal to the pole mass itself, and determine this value by iteration; the exception being the light CP-even Higgs, where we use a scale equal to the average squark mass.
Benchmark point SPS 1a
This point is a "typical" point in MSUGRA parameter space. In Table 3 we compare our results for a selection of sparticle masses (at n 5 = n 10 = 0) with the spread of results taken from Ref.
[9], denoted AKP (note our convention that the predominantly righthanded top squark ist 2 ). 4 In the first line of Eq. 37 of Ref. [24] , the first term in the square bracket should read , i.e. SPS2, the three-loop correction to the squark masses is smaller than the two-loop one.
Generally speaking we would anticipate that for regions of parameter space where the three-loop corrections are comparable to or exceed the two-loop ones, the four-loop ones will be at least as large. This suggests that we are already at three loops approaching the asymptotic region for the β-functions. So it appears that squark mass predictions with an accuracy greater than a few per cent will not be possible using perturbation theory.
Overall our results agree reasonably well with those of existing programs [9] . One place where we have a significant difference is for the H, A, H ± results for SPS4. This is a large tan β point; however our results for the b-squark and d-squark masses (which one would expect to be sensitive to large tan β) agree quite well, so for the moment we have no explanation for this discrepancy.
The Semi-perturbative Region
The addition of additional matter representations in complete SU 5 multiplets does not affect gauge unification (and the unification scale) at one loop. Beyond one loop this is no longer the case, and increasing the amount of matter relevant to the running analysis requires the presumption of larger threshold corrections at the unification scale in order to restore gauge unification; one is thus forced to argue that the success of gauge unification in the MSSM is coincidental 5 .
5 Historically gauge unification was implemented by using α 3 (M Z ) as an input and computing sin 2 θ W , although the latter was more accurately measured, because sin 2 θ W varies very slowly with α 3 (M Z ), and conversely (of course) α 3 (M Z ) varies rapidly as a function of sin 2 θ W . The current experimental results for α 3 (M Z ) already require us to suppose the existence of some high scale radiative corrections in the MSSM; but the fact remains that things get worse as we add more matter [13] . In Fig. 1 we show the evolution of the gauge couplings α i = g 2 i /(4π) for n 10 = 1.7, using three-loop β-functions for all couplings. (As remarked in Ref. [12] , the mass scale of these additional multiplets being unknown it makes sense to parametrise their effects by taking n 5 , n 10 to be continuous variables.) The couplings are plotted against τ = 1 2π
ln(Q/M Z ); evidently we are still in the perturbative regime. The input parameters at M Z correspond to a typical supersymmetric mass spectrum; specifically, the Benchmark point SPS1a. One sees clearly the need for large corrections to restore gauge unification.
We gave a number of examples of the effect of additional matter on the sparticle spectrum predictions in a previous paper [15] ; here we contrast the effect on the first and third generation squark masses. Thus in Fig 2 we plot, for the SPS5 point, the ratio of theũ L and gluino masses against n 10 for n 5 = 0; as already noted in Ref. [12] , the mass increases with n 10 . It is interesting that the effect of the three-loop correction to this ratio almost precisely cancels the two-loop correction, for all n 10 . We contrast this with Fig 3 where we show the behaviour of the light stop mass for the same SPS point; in this case the ratio decreases smoothly, and the three-loop correction only cancels the two-loop one at n 10 = 0. For the SPS5 point the electroweak vacuum fails around n 10 = 0.48. (The change in this value and in Fig. 3 from our previous paper [15] is due to the change in the input top pole mass, and to an improved treatment of the Higgs potential minimisation.)
In Fig. 4 we plot the light CP-even Higgs mass for SPS1a as a function of n 10 (for n 5 = 0). We see that it is fairly stable both with respect to loop corrections and the addition of extra matter. In the case of SPS1a the electroweak vacuum fails at around n 10 = 1.8. 
Conclusions
We have extended typical detailed running coupling analyses for the MSUGRA MSSM SPS benchmark points to incorporate three-loop β-function corrections for the running masses and couplings. We compare our results to those obtained by existing programs using two-loop running. The spread in the results from these programs is probably due to a mixture of program errors and genuine theoretical uncertainties such as the choice of scale appropriate for the evaluation of the pole mass. Presumably over time the results used by these programs will converge; we would argue that a more reliable estimate of the ultimate theoretical error in these spectrum calculations is currently provided by the difference between our two and three-loop calculations, as opposed to the spread in the various available two-loop results.
Generally speaking the effect of the three-loop running corrections is small for weaklyinteracting particles but larger for the squark masses. For the light stop mass at the SPS5 point, we see an 8% effect, but more typically the effect is between 1% and 2%. This appears to us to represent a fundamental limit on the theoretical precision of squark mass theoretical predictions.
Finally we show how additional matter in SU 5 multiplets can affect the sparticle spectrum; more dramatically as the "semi-perturbative unification" regime [12] is approached.
